DVD AND CD GONDOLA SPECIFICATION SHEET
The CD/DVD fixture is designed to accommodate both CD’s and DVD’s.
Each CD/DVD shelf has slots on 1” centers all along the bottom and back of
the shelf that will accommodate a nickel platted wire divider.
Each CD/DVD shelf comes with individual arm brackets and a piece of clear
3/16” acrylic that sits in the front of the shelf with flamed edges and both
corners mitered at 45°. This allows the customer to browse or flip through
the selection of products from front to back.
The CD/DVD shelf is 6.25” deep. This permits either face out or spine out
merchandising without having to remove the acrylic front element.
The shelf will also accommodate games, VHS tapes and small paperback
books.
The CD capacity of each shelf without a security case is 120 CD’s, or 15 CD’s
per face out with 8 faces across. That is a total of 1200 CD’s per double
sided gondola section of 10 shelves.
The DVD capacity of each shelf without a security case is 80 DVD’s or 10
DVD’s per face out with 8 faces across. That is a total of 800 DVD’s per
double sided gondola section at 67” and 640 at 56”. The shorter model will
not browse DVD’s easily with 10 shelves so we only recommend 8 per unit.
If security cases are being used, the capacity can be reduced from 15% to
50% due to the thickness of the case.
The single sided DVD wall unit is 84” X 50” X 15” and normally has 7
shelves. The capacity without security cases is 840 CD’s and 560 DVD’s.

BOOKSHELF GONDOLA SPECIFICATION SHEET
The BOOKSHELF GONDOLA consists of (8) 9” flat shelves with a high back.
There are wire dividers available upon request as a shelf option.
The shelf is made out of 18 gauge steel and it is 48” long.
A 36” length is available upon request.
Each book shelf has a pair of arm brackets.
The shelves are all separate and can be positioned anywhere up or down the
post frame.
The 84” high wall unit will accommodate 6 shelves.

A FRAME SPECIFICATION SHEET
The tpsdg gondolas are a cantilever style system made of cold rolled steel,
powder coated in a variety of colors.
The gondolas are a snap-fit engineered system, which do not require any
tools to assemble.
The A Frames are a starter add on style fixture that come in a variety of
sizes.
We manufacture the following sizes.
Double sided floor gondola
67”HX50”LX30”W
56”HX50”LX30”W
Single sided floor gondola
67”HX50”LX15”W
56”HX50”LX15”W
Single sided wall unit that is
84”H X 50”LX 15”W.
A 36” long shelf section is also available upon request for all styles.
We will powder coat the fixture to match any standard RAL paint color at no
additional charge. Custom paint colors will incur an additional charge to
cover the cost of the paint required.
The basic frame consists of two 16 gauge triangular shaped steel posts with
1” slots on 2”centers and a black plastic top cap, welded to a 2” square tube
frame foot and a pair of integrated sign holder bars that hold 2 thin pieces of
plastic in which any 4.5” X 45.75” paper sign can be sandwiched in between.
The 56” shorter model has a sign holder that attaches to the top connector
bar and sits up 6” above the fixture.
There are two connector bars that fit snugly into the slots on the inside of
the triangular shaped posts. They easily hold the frame together and the
connector bars are designed to hold a double sided ¼” laminated back panel
as an option.

The feet come with levelers or special ball bearing casters and are made of
16 gauge steel slotted on the top so that the base deck’s side tabs fit
snuggly into the top of the feet to hold the base deck squarely onto the
frame.
The standard fixture comes with a 20” X 48” base deck that has a 2” return
on the front and projects out in front of the shelf to protect the product and
also provides a storage area up underneath the shelves.
A canopy shelf could be available upon request.
The fixture is also available with a high tech Triangular Shaped foot and no
base deck creating a more European open bottom effect.
Both the CD/DVD and BOOKSHELF gondolas at 4 feet in length are one foot
longer than most standard shelving systems which translates into 25% fewer
fixtures normally required to achieve the same linear shelf requirement on a
floor plan.
END PANELS AND END PANEL SHELVING SPECIFICATION SHEET
Tpsdg End Panels are either triangular or rectangular in shape and fit on the
ends of the post frame without hardware.
The End Panels can come in a variety of fabrications such as screen printed
laminated plywood, ¾” thick acrylic, or solid metal.
Our standard End Panels with slat wall or plain laminates and veneers have
an 18 gauge metal powder coated solid back and edging that frames the
desired front panel.
The End Panels have a top bracket that secures the panel into the top 3 slots
of the post and the bottom bracket has tabs that drop into the corresponding
slots on the legs of the gondola frame.
We will manufacture the slat wall or solid panels in whatever matching
laminate or veneers are being used throughout the library.
We have End Cap shelves that are 18 gauge powder coated steel in two
sizes; 6” X 12” and 6” X 28”.
If the end panels are to be manufactured by another company we will
provide a CAD drawing of the end panel shape with bracket positions

marked.
The top and bottom brackets would then have to be purchased with the
gondola.

